Drone Certification Courses

Aviation Training runs CAA certified drone courses for part 101 and 102 certification. A drone is an aircraft, and you are a pilot. Drones, operated safely, can be exciting and fun, but in order to effectively operate on a serious recreational, or commercial level, you need to understand, and be certified in the rules of the air.

Included in the 2 day drone course:

› The rules covering Drone flying and activities
› Flight planning
› Weather, and how it impacts your flying
› Permissions under Part 101 and 102
› NOTAMS (Notice to Airmen)
› Privacy considerations
› Knowledge testing
› Airspace, and the rules surrounding it
› Airshare
› Pre flying your aircraft
› Part 102 Flight Test

and much more...

Aviation Training is a CAA approved 141 training organisation

For more information contact...

Ross 027 957 3860  Shamus 027 242 783  www.dronetraining.co.nz